


INTRO
Thanks so much for downloading this document to help you film great content using just
your iPhone.

This is not the season to be quiet, this is the season to communicate, and using video is
the most powerful way to do that. Video marketing more accessible than ever before,
thanks to all the options on social media now.

Video is the only type of content that allows people to see us, hear us and get to know
us. This is why video makes such a difference, and there’s so much you can do with a
smart phone or iPhone.

So perhaps you’ve never filmed a video on your phone before or maybe you’ve only ever
picked it up and simply hit record. Well this document will help you understand how take
advantage of the powerful camera you have in your phone.

Cheers

John



5 TIPS FOR CREATING GREAT VIDEOS WITH YOUR
iPHONE

1: Use airplane mode

Put your phone into airplane mode.

There are two good reasons to do this:

1. So your filming isn’t  interrupted by 
calls or text messages

2. It saves save battery life

Go into settings, turn airplane mode onio of your
surroundings

Use Good Light
Be as steady as possible

Focus on your sound

Use the tap to focus feature

Get Close: The bigger your subject in the shot the better

Frame your shots
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2: Ensure good sound
Sound can make or break your video. Use an
external microphone

I suggest the Rode Smart Lav+ or Rode
directional mic or you can actually start out
using the headset that came with you phone
like a lapel mic, or use the earphones; if you
aren't worried about them being in shot.

Key – pay attention to your sound, especially if
its windyf your surroundings

Use Good Light
Be as steady as possible

Focus on your sound

Use the tap to focus feature

Get Close: The bigger your subject in the shot the better

Frame your shots
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3: Lighting
Lighting is often over looked but can also wreck
some good footage. Suggest purchasing a small
additional light.

Also lock the focus and exposure which means
the lighting or focus won’t change
intermittently depending on your subject’s
movement which can be distracting when
viewing.

1.Press and hold the focus square over your
subject

2.Focus square will jump on screen and the
AE/AF Lock will appear

3.The focus and exposure are now locked

4.To change exposure drag your finger up or
down the vertical line with the sunour
surroundings

Use Good Light
Be as steady as possible

Focus on your sound
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4: use a tripod or mount

Keeping your phone steady is
important. While using a tripod is
the easiest option for mounting
your phone it is not a necessity and
is not always convenient.

You will need a simple mount to
help you hold your iPhone while
filming.

surroundings

Use Good Light
Be as steady as possible

Focus on your sound

Use the tap to focus feature
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5: check space

This seems simple but this
important step is often overlooked.

You don’t want to run out of space
during a video shoot only to have
to scramble to delete footage or
APPS while filming.

You need to have the space for
your new footage

Settings > General > Storage &
iCloud usage > Check ‘Available’

surroundings

Use Good Light
Be as steady as possible

Focus on your sound



Filming overview

Film in landscape – horizontal keeping the
button on the right at all times so all the clips
are consistent

Choose your settings wisely and be conscious
of your surroundings

Use Good Light

Be as steady as possible

Focus on your sound

Use the tap to focus feature

Get Close: The bigger your subject in the shot
the better

Frame your shots; use the ‘rule of thirds’



Top 10 tips checklist
 Check your space

 Use airplane mode

 Landscape

 Stabilise phone

 Good light

 Good sound

 Frame your shots 

 Clean the lens

 Planning saves time

 Record test 



NEXT STEP: What you will need

your tool kit

 iPhone tripod mount

 Tripod

 Lapel Mic

 VideoMic

 Light
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